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Detectives!: The Mystery of the Missing Kitty 
A Glow in the Dark Original, Written & Illustrated by Katia Grifols 

 
Do you ever wonder if the everyday mysteries of your missing socks, the holes in your pockets, or where the 

remote went this time… might not be so mundane?  
 

Then you’ll get why Tania and her brilliant dog Troy became Detectives- and how you can be one, too! 
 

When Miss Neighbor’s beloved cat Kitty goes missing, Detectives Tania, Troy, and YOU are on the case! 
 Interview the witness, follow the clues, and even encounter some lonely spirits as you solve the  

mystery together and return Kitty to her owner!  
 
Along with comic-book flair and humor, Detectives! books feature interactivity! With different fonts for each 
character encouraging fun read-aloud sessions with parents, siblings and friends, Detective Tania draws 
readers in and asks them questions as they investigate… while encouraging them to discover the fantasy 
behind everyday mysteries, whether it be pesky faeries, trolls, or blanket-stealing goblins! 
 
Complete with handy casefile pages ready to record vital case notes and important clues, Detectives! are always 
equipped to take on any case! 

And look out for a ribbeting new case! 

THE TELLTALE FROG 
croaking soon... 

 
Katia Grifols was born in Barcelona,  raised between Buenos Aires and the small Spanish town of Arenys de 
Munt, where she spent most of her childhood. Fascinated with the medieval castle her neighbors owned, Katia 
spent her youth getting into trouble with her sisters and befriending fairies and ghosts. She became a comic 
book artist, her art studies leading her to Osaka and even further, to Los Angeles! During those long student 
days, she missed her faraway family… so she wrote a book starring her little sister Tania and family dog Troy, 
imagining them finding trouble and solving supernatural mysteries with lots of humor and a comic-book flair! 
Many adventures later, Katia founded Glow in the Dark.… and homesick once more, she dusted off this little 
detective book and decided it would be just the first of a collection of cases.  
 
Glow in the Dark Concept Studio is an independent IP studio based in sunny Burbank, California, and it’s only 
grown since Katia founded it in 2016. At first a home for stories she loved, what began as an impossible dream 
has become a cozy creative hub. At Glow in the Dark, original stories grow from heads, hands, and hearts of a 
dedicated creative team crafting tales that resonate, from animated concepts and games to books and comics! 
 

Detectives / Supernatural / 4-8 years old   
Softcover, 8½ x 8½ inches, 32 pages | ISBN: 979-8644089611,  $12.99 US/$18.28 CDN 

 
High-res scans to your specification are available upon request; scanning from the book or lifting images from the 
mechanical file are strictly prohibited. Mandatory credit line: From Detectives!: The Mystery of the Missing Kitty by 
Katia Grifols, published by Glow in the Dark Concept Studio. 
 

 For more information, please contact Glow in the Dark Concept Studio at hello@glowinthedark.studio 
 


